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Abstract. In fields such as human electrophysiology, high-precision time series data is often acquired in complex, event-rich environments for interpretation of complex dynamic data features in the context of session events. However, a substantial gap exists between the level of event description information required by current digital research archive standards and the level of annotation required for successful meta-analysis or mega-analysis of event-related data across studies, systems, and laboratories. Manifold challenges, most prominently ontological clarity and extensibility, tool availability, and ease of use must be addressed to allow and promote sharing of data with an effective level of descriptive detail for labeled events. Motivating data authors to perform the work needed to adequately annotate their data is a key challenge. This paper describes the near decade-long development of the Hierarchical Event Descriptor (HED) system for addressing these issues. We discuss the evolution of HED, the lessons we have learned, the current status of HED vocabulary and tools, some generally-applicable design principles for annotation framework development, and a roadmap for future development. We believe that without consistent, sufficiently detailed and field-relevant annotations as to the nature of each recorded event, the potential value of data sharing and large-scale analysis in behavioral and brain imaging sciences will not be realized.
1. Introduction

The FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) guiding principles formally articulated by Wilkinson et al. (Wilkinson et al. 2016) promote data-sharing and data stewardship with the goal of enabling scientific discovery, evaluation, and reproducibility. These general guidelines apply not only to datasets, but also to algorithms, tools, and workflows. FAIR is expressed in terms of scholarly digital research objects that can be identified with globally unique identifiers and characterized using metadata selected from formal vocabularies. Importantly, these digital objects should be machine-actionable, meaning that the objects themselves can also provide information with varying levels of detail to autonomous data explorers. Widespread development and adoption of FAIR standards across disciplines is needed to create a robust research ecosystem for supporting reproducible science.

1.1 Why HED?

Digital research objects referenced in the FAIR principles are generally larger units — specified at the level of a workflow or a study. Practical implementation of annotation standards and related tool development are necessarily left open to data providers and standards groups. Most current domain-relevant community standards supporting FAIR focus primarily on identification, location, top-level data organization, licensing, and data format specification. While standardization at these levels of detail is crucial, in many disciplines it is not sufficient to support meaningful meta-analysis (combining results or result statistics across studies) and mega-analysis (combining raw data or data features across studies) of high-precision time series data collected for cognitive neuroscience, psychology, and biomechanics, often in complex, event-rich environments (Boedhoe et al. 2019). Crucially missing from high-level annotation standards focusing on data organization and format are:

1. A system for specifying the exact nature of events occurring during the experiment (sensory, behavioral, environmental, and other) that may inform data analysis.
2. A standardized, actionable system for describing the relationship of experiment structure to the participant tasks and experimental goals.
3. A mapping relating events both to the experiment design and to participant tasks and experience.

We believe the Hierarchical Event Descriptor (HED) system has the potential to capture this information in both human- and machine-usable forms.

HED is an evolving framework that facilitates the description, annotation, validation, and extraction of events in experimental time series data. First developed at UCSD in the Ph.D. dissertation of Nima Bigdely-Shamlo (Bigdely-Shamlo 2014), the HED system has now been in development for nearly a decade (Bigdely-Shamlo et al.
2013) (Rognon et al. 2013) and has undergone several evolutionary steps (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2016) as developers and users gained practical experience with data sharing, annotation, and mega-analysis. This paper focuses on annotation of events in human electrophysiological brain imaging experiments, the discipline for which HED has been developed. However, as HED developers, we are increasingly focused on separating the standardization of vocabularies from the basic structure and tools for processing HED annotations. This independence from vocabulary makes HED tools applicable to other areas for which a discipline-specific annotation vocabulary can be built to extend the basic HED schema – areas as diverse as clinical neurophysiology, sports medicine, consumer behavior, and stock market economics.

1.2 How electrophysiological experiments are structured

To understand why HED is needed, one must understand the structure of experiments involving observation of behavior and physiology with a view to subsequent data analysis. Most human event-related experiments fall into one of three categories: controlled laboratory experiments, clinical assessments, or long-term monitoring. Laboratory experiments are organized in terms of participant task-design variables that are varied during the course of an experiment, typically in a pre-specified way, as the measured physiological signals and/or behavioral records are acquired. Increasingly, the behavioral records may also include continuous recordings of the task and participant environment, which need not be confined to a dedicated laboratory space (Makeig 2009).

1.2.1 Traditional stimulus/response experiments

Many laboratory electrophysiological experiments use a stimulus-response paradigm: perceptually distinct sensory stimuli are presented at precisely recorded times (often with abrupt onsets) and ensuing (and/or preceding) changes in the behavioral and physiological data streams are measured and modeled. Analysis extracts data epochs time-locked to some class of equivalent events so as to assess statistically the relationship of the event or event class to some measure of the physiological and behavioral data.

Traditionally, such experiments also record discrete participant action events such as button presses performed in response to stimulus presentations as motivated by the assigned participant task. Such button press events have typically been analyzed as “instantaneous events” (in both time and space). However, recorded behavioral responses may be more elaborated motor actions, with measurable temporal and spatial extent, whose detailed time courses can be captured by body motion capture and eye tracking systems and/or by response collection devices such as touch screens. Such “mobile brain/body imaging” experiments (Makeig et al. 2009) may allow examination of brain dynamics supporting a fuller range of natural human embodied cognition.
such paradigms, participant action events of interest may be identified during data collection or in post hoc analysis. Often, these actions are modeled and recorded in terms of an array of measures, for example the locations and timing of heel-strike and toe-off gait events, or the locations and timing of arm/hand movement onsets, acceleration maxima, and endpoints in reach-to-touch experiments.

Meta/mega-analysis across event-related imaging studies requires detailed specification of both sensory and behavioral events, as well as contextual information about the environment and recording parameters, task design, control variables, and the task behavioral imperatives prompted by different classes of experiment events. Additional challenges are posed by the recent trend towards more natural recording conditions in which participants may listen to fluent speech, watch movies, perform ambulatory tasks in a virtual, augmented, or actual reality laboratory environment, may interact in some ways with other participants, or even participate in real-life activities. The temporal complexity and detail of the electrophysiological, biomechanical, and other records may make their full interpretation dependent on knowing both the nature and timing of participant sensory experience, behavior, and intent.

Traditionally, event-related electrophysiology data has been analyzed by collecting experimental events in a few categories (e.g., Targets vs. Nontargets) based on some sensory features and/or task-related significance. However, the primary role of the brain can be viewed as informing and instigating behavioral action plans appropriate to the specific then-existing context – both the preceding event context and the subject’s assessment of it. Such trial-to-trial variations have been less frequently studied than on-average brain/body responses to significant events, and yet flexibility in context-dependent responses to opportunities and challenges is intrinsic to human behavior. Unfortunately, equivalent event-within-context occurrences in most studies are rare. Hence, most studies do not have enough statistical power to support detailed hypotheses at more fine-grain levels of analysis. A straightforward response to this dilemma is to collect and analyze much larger quantities of data in each paradigm, a solution that is quite often impractical to propose or to carry out. An alternative is to draw existing data from previous studies. Applied to the diversity of events produced, observed, and annotated in these studies, both classical and new statistical methods may be used to reveal new, more detailed information about human cognition, behavior, and its supporting brain dynamics. To do this, however, having a detailed description of each recorded event is essential – hence the need for HED.

1.2.2 Clinical assessments

Electrophysiological recordings performed for clinical assessments are typically stored with detailed information about patient medical state in addition to standard subject trait metadata such as age, gender, and handedness. In much current clinical practice, events of interest are patterns in the recorded data that are assessed visually by the experienced clinician for a range of clinical signs. Mega-analyses across studies,
for developing biomarkers for diagnostic applications, need machine-actionable versions of this complex metadata. Ideally, this metadata has been acquired as part of the experiment control and data recording process, and/or when the practitioner reads a clinical data recording and annotates the presence or absence of indicative features.

1.2.3 Long-term monitoring

Long-term monitoring applications often insert event markers into the data record post hoc, either manually as clinical notes and/or by integrating events noted in other, concurrently-recorded data streams including patient behavior and/or video recordings. Because of the long duration of these recordings, the context and environment as well as the patient state may change many times throughout the observation period. A central clinical objective is to note and advise clinicians of clinically relevant changes in patient condition. Scientific studies of such data should annotate and integrate as much of this information as possible to enable downstream analyses including development of more advanced diagnostic and state monitoring applications.

1.3 Community standards for neuroimaging data

The diverse annotation requirements of human electrophysiology and neuroimaging experiments make development of useful community standards quite challenging. The BIDS (Brain Imaging Data Structure) standards group (BIDS homepage n.d.) and its imaging modality subgroups are making a sustained and successful effort to implement FAIR standards (Gorgolewski et al. 2016) (Niso et al. 2018) at the level of data formatting and file organization, with emphasis on simplicity and efficiency. BIDS now has a large community of active user/developers and has quickly become the de facto standard for organizing human neuroimaging data. Many of the major neurophysiological software tools and archives now support or will soon support BIDS-formatted data. Work continues on BIDS standardization of formats for derived data as well as for auxiliary streams such as eye tracking data. Public data repositories such as OpenNeuro (OpenNeuro hompage n.d.) and computational portal sites such as NEMAR (NEMAR homepage n.d.) and brainlife (Brainlife homepage n.d.) organize their shared data in BIDS format. The BIDS group also supports development of some standardized processing pipelines (as containerized BIDS Apps) for fMRI and other types of data.

In 2019, BIDS (v.1.2.1) adopted HED as its event annotation standard to the extent that it allows (but does not require) users to incorporate HED event annotations as a column in their event spreadsheets. BIDS also allows researchers to include additional columns in the event files for “event codes” to accommodate the home-grown labels neurophysiology researchers typically use to categorize the different types of events in their experiments. Researchers can provide additional JSON files that include free-form text descriptions and/or HED annotations for each event code. Tools can use these JSON files to create full HED-based event annotations during analysis.
1.4 How to achieve analysis-enabling large-scale data sharing?

BIDS and the inclusion of HED event annotations are important steps in establishing open standards for analysis-enabling data event annotation. However, much practical work, on both study structure and event annotation, is still needed to achieve effective data-sharing for meta/mega-analysis in neurophysiological and other experiments involving event-related data analysis. The sharing gap is particularly evident for experiments using technologies that produce high-resolution time series records such as electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and electrocorticography (ECoG or iEEG). In such experiments, event-related brain or brain/body dynamics are the central focus of interest, yet experimental datasets released under current standards often do not contain essential information needed for largescale analysis to reach its potential.

The barriers to achieving the goals of true analysis-enabling large-scale sharing and mega-analysis of neurophysiological and other event-related data are two-fold: articulation and motivation. Articulation barriers are technical in nature. The event annotation system must be sufficiently expressive to adequately retain the information needed for within- and between-study analyses, using standard tools and vocabulary rather than laboratory shorthand (e.g., Target) or meaningless (e.g., event-type 13) designations. Further, the annotation system must be capable of capturing both the structure and intent of the experiment, providing mappings of this structure information to the events and to the data in a form that is both human-comprehensible and machine-actionable, while also annotating task design-intended relationships of task events to one another, in particular intended relationships between sensory and behavioral events.

Motivational barriers are even more challenging, since this level of annotation rises well beyond current institutional data-sharing standards. The annotation process must provide clear value added, ideally enabling the researchers to thereby make use of tools that can extract more information from their data in the context of larger collections of existing data from a variety of related (not identical) experiments. In any case, the process must not prove so difficult that the perceived cost of performing annotation exceeds its perceived benefit.

Work on the HED system over the past decade has proceeded with an eye towards overcoming both the articulation and motivation barriers to achieving true data-sharing and enabling mega-analysis in the human electrophysiology and related fields. This paper describes the evolution of HED, explains how recent HED developments have enabled progress towards these goals, and presents a roadmap forward to make adequate annotation of event-related data a reality. We recount some lessons learned during the development and first application of HED to large-scale mega-analysis and reflect on what these lessons suggest as guidance for future development.
2. Hierarchical Event Descriptors (HED) – a history

HED is a hierarchically-structured vocabulary that allows experimental events, experiment design, and control variables to be annotated. Hierarchical event descriptors (HED tags) are path strings (much like directory paths on a computer). Event annotations (HED strings) consist of comma-separated lists of such strings. Building HED tag ontologies as shallow tree structures aims to provide meaningful organization of related terms into easily searched subcategories. Tag text and prefix matching are easily implemented, allowing effective search, extraction, and combination during annotation and analysis. Full HED string annotations can be validated for compliance against a specified vocabulary – a known HED schema, possibly extended by one or more schemas, defining term vocabularies relevant to a particular field of use. HED (HED homepage n.d.) is managed by the HED-standards organization (hed-standard homepage n.d.). In addition to online support for tag validation, open-source MATLAB and Python tools are available for validation and tag-based searching. A user-friendly GUI-Based MATLAB EEGLAB plugin is also available to support annotation.

The original HED-1 specification and supporting tools have undergone several structural revisions as first users gained experience with annotating data. The following sections describe those reorganizations, why restructuring was necessary, and what we have learned about how to effectively organize HED vocabularies.

2.1 HED-1: Path strings from a tree-structured controlled vocabulary

HED was introduced in 2013 to support annotation of experimental events in HeadIT (HeadIT homepage n.d.), an early public repository of EEG data hosted by the Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, UCSD (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2013). HED-1 was partially based on CogPO (Turner and Laird 2012). Event annotation in HED-1 was organized around a single hierarchy whose root was the Time-Locked Event. Users could extend the HED-1 hierarchy at its deepest (leaf) nodes to provide more details (HED-1 view n.d.). Several EEG studies were successfully annotated for distribution, and first analyses applying HED tools to the repository datasets were demonstrated.

Unfortunately, once we began annotating more complex datasets, we encountered a fundamental design flaw in HED-1 that we refer to as the “color Red” problem. This difficulty is illustrated in the next examples. For simplicity, we focus only on the annotation of stimulus shape and color, although HED supports descriptions of further details such as size and location.

Example 1. A HED-1 annotation for a visual stimulus presentation of a red triangle.

Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Shape/Triangle, 
Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Uniform color/Red
HED-1 was able to successfully capture simple events, such as the stimulus of Example 1. However, efforts to tag more complex events – for example, the simultaneous presentation of both a red triangle and a green square yielded ambiguous HED strings, as shown in the next example.

**Example 2. An ambiguous HED-1 annotation** for a visual stimulus presentation consisting of both a red triangle and a green square:

*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Shape/Triangle,*
*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Uniform color/Red,*
*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Shape/Rectangle/Square,*
*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Uniform color/Green*

In HED-1, tags could appear in any order, but there was no mechanism for HED string parsers to recognize some tags as modifying other tags. Annotators solved this problem by extending the hierarchy:

**Example 3. An unambiguous HED-1 annotation** for the visual presentation of a stimulus consisting of both a red triangle and a green square:

*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Shape/Triangle/Red,*
*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Shape/Rectangle/Square/Green*

Other developers might address the same problem by emphasizing color before shape.

**Example 4. An alternate annotation HED-1 annotation** for the visual presentation of a stimulus consisting of a red triangle and green square presentation:

*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Uniform color/Red/Triangle,*
*Time-Locked Event/Stimulus/Visual/Uniform color/Green/Square*

Clearly, the complete tree hierarchy model of HED-1 was insufficient not only in terms of resolving ambiguity, but also in terms of expressiveness. If annotators wanted to include some level of detail about color in the annotation of an event representing a participant response action (e.g., to annotate, “The participant presses the red button.”), they would be stuck including tags with leading *Time-Locked Event/Stimulus* strings unless they also added color terms to the *Participant response* branch of the schema. In this way, adjectives such as *Red* proliferated throughout the schema hierarchy, resulting in an explosion of replicate terms and an ambiguous parsing problem during downstream analysis.

### 2.2 HED-2: Orthogonality and abstraction

The “color Red” problem demonstrated that adjectival concepts such as color and location are most typically descriptive properties or attributes rather than categorical object subtypes. In other words, *Attribute* tags should be in a separate category from nominative tags representing objects such as *Square* and *Triangle*. Attributes should also be separated from high-level event concepts such as *Stimulus presentation* and
Experiment control. This realization led to HED-2, a major HED redesign focused on removing ambiguity and improving expressiveness (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2016).

The idea of the redesign was to group independently varying “orthogonal” concepts into separate hierarchies. In HED-2, top level hierarchical groupings roughly correspond to nouns (Event, Participant, Paradigm, Experiment context), adjectives (Attribute, Sensory presentation), and verbs (Action). HED-2 also introduced arbitrary levels of nested parentheses to group attributes with the items they modify (HED-2 view n.d.).

**Example 5. A HED-2 annotation** for a visual stimulus presentation consisting of both a red triangle and a green square. (The text to right of arrows is commentary, not part of HED. The extra spacing is for presentation and ignored by HED.)

```
Event/Category/Experimental stimulus, It is a stimulus event
Sensory presentation/Visual, The stimulus modality is visual
(Item/2D shape/Triangle, A red triangle is displayed
  Attribute/Visual/Color/Red),
(Item/2D shape/Rectangle/Square,
  Attribute/Visual/Color/Green)
```

HED-2 has many other refinements including the addition of *unit classes* and validation of all the *units* associated with numerical values that are specified in the BIDS standard.

### 2.3 HED and BIDS: Potential for widespread adoption

As HED-2 enables annotation of events at levels of detail required for effective event-related data mining, in 2019 the BIDS standards (v1.2.1) adopted HED-2 as its (to date only) method for detailed annotation of events beyond freeform text description (Niso et al. 2018) (Pernet et al. 2019) (Holdgraf et al. 2019). The rapid adoption of the BIDS standards in the worldwide neuroimaging community means that a mature and stable HED platform, including adequate and simple-to-use tools, could soon find widely increasing use and applications.

### 2.4 HED Tools

During the evolution of HED-1 and HED-2, several software tools were developed to build HED usability (hed-standard homepage n.d.). Work on the software infrastructure assured the independence of HED validators from the particular version of the HED schema used for the annotation. This *separation of implementation from interface* allows any appropriately formatted controlled vocabulary to be validated without changing the validation infrastructure. Tools were also developed to assist users in annotating events in existing datasets, principally CTAGGER (Rognon et al. 2013), a user-friendly GUI-based tool for annotating events in EEG or other experiment data. A *pop_hedepoch* function for EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig 2004) and other open-
source tools allowed users to select EEG or other time series data epochs time-locked to events annotated with specified combinations of HED tags.

2.5 First application to EEG mega-analysis

A large-scale multi-study mega-analysis of HED-2 tagged data (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2019a) demonstrated that time-locked features of trial-averaged event-related potentials (ERPs) associated with HED strings containing the same HED tags were significantly more similar than ERPs not associated with such tags. Without the work performed in this project to add detailed and consistent HED tag annotations to the event records, these cross-study comparisons would have been highly laborious if at all feasible. This experience with large-scale, automated analysis showed us both the strengths and limitations of HED-2 annotation, leading to our current effort to further restructure and evolve the HED system to address usability limitations, a development process to build and release HED-3.

2.6 HED development supporting organization and formats

HED development currently uses the HED organization repository (hed-standard homepage n.d.) with the Github fork-pull mechanism for proposing schema changes and updating schema vocabulary. The underlying HED schema is stored in XML format for all machine processing purposes. The schema is also stored in a human-readable WYSIWYG .mediawiki format, making it easier for users to edit. We have built functions to convert back and forth between .mediawiki, XML, and JavaScript/HTML formats. We also support an online schema validator that checks various aspects of schema structure and an online converter that converts between .mediawiki and XML. A Javascript/HTML tool has also been built to display the schema in an interactive, expandable form in web browsers, facilitating the review of ongoing changes. In the next section, we describe the new HED-3 design and development.
HED-3: Performing analysis-enabling annotation

HED-3 clarifies and simplifies the structure of the top-level HED tag hierarchy to better-support annotation and readability. It also begins to expand the scope of the high-level HED schema and the precision of the HED syntax. In particular, HED-3 better supports specification of experiment design, structure, and intent as well as the participant task and expectation as part of the annotation process. Why should this information be an essential part of event annotation? Because the aspects and attributes of experimental events that are most important to document and apply in subsequent analysis are their relationships to the participant task (and thereby, to participant cognition and to experimenter purpose) as well as to the event temporal context. These relationships are intrinsically connected to the experiment design and structure.

A key concept underlying HED-3 is its unique mapping rule. The HED-3 requires that the individual nodes (terms) appear no more than once in the schema. While this requirement may somewhat complicate the schema-design process, it permits great improvements in usability for HED end-users as explained below. Further, HED-3 introduces the concept of user community-specific Schema Libraries and also further develops the HED tools to maximize ease of use. Though extensive, this reorganization does not impact the use of HED in BIDS, since the HED tools can validate against any specified HED schema.

3.1 Enhancing user usability.

A structural review of HED-2 revealed many opportunities for making HED more user-friendly and enhancing its usability. These changes (accomplished or proposed) affect four distinct stages of HED-related activity: 1) annotating data, 2) reviewing existing data annotations, 3) performing analysis of HED-annotated data, and 4) designing and extending HED schema vocabularies.

3.1.1 Annotating data

During the process of annotating data, users must be able to easily find suitable tags in the schema and to immediately understand the relationship of these tags to other tags in the hierarchy. Thus, top-level HED tags should to be conveniently organized into coherent, compact, and balanced hierarchies for easy selection by users. When tagging data, users must be able to browse the schema vocabulary conveniently and select tags (for example, in an expanding accordion view) to add to an event annotation. The user must also be able to easily study the tags that are currently assigned to an event and take advantage of “smart” suggestions as to which additional tags to include in the annotation.

Sparse hierarchies. Currently the prolixity of the HED-2 schema itself was a barrier to ready usability. A large set of legacy tags had been added, more through a process of
accretion than through strategic planning, as new and more complex experiments were tagged. As a result, some branches of the HED schema hierarchy became quite deep and detailed while other branches remained relatively bare.

Usability guidelines for bullet points and pull-down lists suggest limiting subcategories to seven, and certainly to no more than ten items (Carliner 1987). In developing HED-3, we have therefore pared the main HED schema hierarchy and reduced the number of top-level category tags to around seven: Event (5), Item (4), Attribute (7), Action (3), Participant (4), Custom (0), where numbers in parentheses here give the number of subcategories in the current HED-3. Schema details are evolving as the release date for HED-3 approaches. For an expandable view of the HED-3 hierarchy, see (HED-3 view n.d.).

**Supporting tool.** The current CTAGGER (“community tagger”) tool for annotating data provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to assist HED users in the annotation process. The main interface consists of two parts: a list of event items (e.g., event types) to be annotated, and the HED schema. Users can browse the HED schema in an expanding accordion view and select tags to add to the appropriate event annotations. The GUI is designed to ease visual inspection of tagged events and to guide users during tagging by showing recommended tags. Various features are added to make the tagging and reviewing process more efficient including, but not limited, to tag search capacity, error highlighting and quick editing, copying tags, and a report tool that displays shared and unique tags among selected tagged events. A planned improvement for CTAGGER is a “smart” suggestions feature that recommends additional tags to include in the annotation based on previously-selected tags.

### 3.1.2 Reviewing tagged data

In HED-2, strings created during the annotation phase are built and reviewed only in the fully elaborated Annotation view format (see Example 5 above). However, when researchers want to review how events have been annotated, the complete HED strings can be long and difficult to read or grasp quickly. Potential further inclusions – links to global identifiers and/or other items that could make HED annotations more readily “machine-actionable” – would further complicate HED string review and annotation. Thus, we realized that HED-3 should include a streamlined HED string representation for visual inspection, while maintaining a one-to-one correspondence between the readable “short-form” HED strings and the underlying full “long-form” HED string contents. The HED-3 Reading view refers to a shorthand HED string display syntax optimized for quickly viewing the contents of completed HED tag strings. Its concise representations are designed to be much easier to read and review.

**Example 6. HED-3 Reading view** for a visual stimulus presentation event consisting of both a red triangle and a green square.

*Sensory event, Visual, (Triangle, Red), (Square, Green)*
Example 6 contains the same information as the HED-2 annotation in Example 5, provided it has an accompanying schema that satisfies the HED-3 unique mapping rule. In HED-3, each term or node can appear at most once in the HED schema. This allows HED-3 tools to read, present, and translate HED strings interchangeably between Annotation and Reading views. The Reading view may also be useful for displaying string information during annotation. Example 6 uses a single end node to represent each tag, but for visual clarity the user can use as much of the relevant tag suffix as desired (e.g., Sensory/Visual rather than just Visual). Example 7 shows the full HED-3 Annotation view of the tag string presented in Example 6.

**Example 7. HED-3 Annotation view** for a visual stimulus presentation event consisting of both a red triangle and a green square of Example 6.

- **Event/Sensory event,**  
  - It is a sensory environment event
- **Attribute/Sensory/Visual,**  
  - The sensory modality is visual
- **(Item/Object/Shape/2D/Triangle,**  
  - A red triangle appears
- **Attribute/Sensory/Visual/Color/Red),**  
- **(Item/Object/Shape/2D/Rectangle/Square,**  
  - A green square also appears
- **Attribute/Sensory/Visual/Color/Green)**

Notice that although the HED-2 and HED-3 annotations in Examples 5 and 7 are similar, the underlying HED-3 schema of Example 7 has been slightly reorganized to satisfy uniqueness. The event type of Example 7 indicates that it is an environmental sensory event occurring in the participant’s field of view, rather than specifying it is an experimental stimulus as in Example 5. In Example 7, the relationship of this sensory event to the intent of the experiment (e.g., that the event is an integral part of the experiment structure) should be further specified by additional tags (as discussed below). This separation between sensory events and experiment design is in recognition that brain and behavioral dynamics may be affected by sensory input in complex ways.

### 3.1.3 Analyzing annotated data

The HED-3 string Analysis view refers to the internal representation of HED strings used by tools during data search and analysis. The HED-2 tools generally store HED strings in a canonical form, with the string tags organized in a specific order, all in lower case with separating white space removed. Some tools retain pointers within the original string to facilitate building user messages.

The most common data search and analysis task is to identify a set of events, across multiple studies, satisfying some (possibly complex) set of search criteria and to extract data epochs time-locked to those events for further analysis. Subsequently applied analysis tools might further distinguish epoch subgroups or consider relationships among the retrieved epochs in light of more detailed HED string differences.
In addition to supporting common types of data search and collection operations, HED-3 is designed for future applications using more extensive knowledge-integration techniques including natural language processing. We anticipate the HED schema being used to store additional metadata, including globally unique identifiers and links to external resources and knowledge bases. Such links, once created by domain experts, need not be visible during standard HED annotation and review. In fact, globally unique identifiers assigned to HED schema nodes could be stored in separate external databases. (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2016) described the natural correspondence between HED schema elements and the Resource Framework Description (RDF standard 2015) for interchange of web-linked data. We have shown that converting HED strings to RDF mappings is a practical possibility.

3.1.4 Extending the HED schema vocabulary

One of the difficulties we encountered in HED-2 was the tendency, when faced with a new concept, to add overly-specific terms and jargon to the schema hierarchy – for example, adding musical terms to tag events in music-based experiments, video markup terms for experiments involving movie viewing, traffic terms for experiments involving virtual driving, and so forth. Clinical fields using neuroimaging also have their own specific vocabularies of terms for noting data features of clinical interest (e.g., seizure, sleep stage IV). Including these discipline-specific terms quickly makes the top-level HED schema unwieldy and less usable by the broader user community.

In building the HED-3 schema, we have tried to remove terms with an overly-specific scope of use. To accommodate the needs of individual research and clinical subfields, HED-3 instead introduces the concept of HED Library schema. To use a programming analogy, when programmers write a Python module, its code does not become part of the Python language. Instead the module becomes part of a library that is used in conjunction with core modules of the programming language. Similar to the design principles imposed on function names and subclass organization in software development, HED Library schema must conform to some basic rules:

1. Every node name must be unique within a Library schema.
2. Node names should be meaningful and readily understood by most users.
3. If possible, no schema node should have more than 7 subordinate nodes.
4. Terms that are used independently of one another should be in different sub-trees (orthogonality).

As in Python programming, we anticipate that many different HED schema libraries may be defined and used, in addition to the top-level HED schema, to annotate details of events in experiments designed to answer questions of interest to particular research or clinical communities. Since it would be impossible to avoid naming conflicts across schema libraries that may be built in parallel by different user communities, HED-3 will support schema library namespaces. Using a syntax similar to Python (yet to be fully specified), users will be able to add library tags qualified with namespace
designators. For example, in a music/brain imaging experiment, annotation of the presentation of an unusually lengthened note might use the musical term “fermata” via a music schema library.

Development of discipline-specific schema libraries, maintenance and extension of the standard HED schema itself, and building effective tutorials on use of HED all necessitate development of graphic tools that can present HED schema library overviews. Various mechanisms are implemented or planned to enhance presentation of top-down Schema view information that includes suitable graphics to facilitate efficient use of HED schema libraries by users.

3.2 Improving HED expressive capabilities

In addition to usability improvements, HED-3 is introducing a number of structural enhancements that will allow annotators to capture much richer information about the experiments in a form that is both understandable to humans and machine-actionable. The information includes the nature and structure of the experimental control variables, the temporal organization of the experiments, and detailed contextual information describing the conditions present when each event occurs. This section explains these enhancements and illustrates their effects with several examples.

3.2.1 HED-3 Definition tags

Typical experimental events share common characteristics. In HED-2 these common characteristics must be tagged separately for each event or event type, making the tagging process repetitive. HED-3 introduces the Definition tag to facilitate tag reuse. Users first specify a tag group containing one Definition tag and one Label/# tag, with other tags that form the definition. Here # represents a placeholder for the name that the user gives to identify this definition. Definition tag groups can appear anywhere in a HED event file, but usually definitions are consolidated into an event marking the beginning of the recording. The definition names must be unique for a given dataset.

Within the dataset, users can use the Label/# (with # replaced by the actual definition name) as a placeholder for all the tags that appear in the definition. The use of “defined names” can greatly improve the readability of the tag strings. HED parsers will automatically expand these names, replacing the Label/# with the contents of the entire corresponding definition tag group (without the Definition tag) during validation and analysis.

Example 8. Definition of the setup for viewing to reduce repetition during tagging.

(Definition, Label/ViewSetup,
 Visual,
(Screen,
 Distance/100 cm,
 Width/84 cm, Height/68 cm))

Define ViewSetup as

a visual presentation
on a screen
that is 100 cm away
with dimensions 84 cm × 68 cm
Once defined, the tag Label/ViewSetup can be used as a shorthand within the dataset to represent the tags of Example 8.

Definition tag groups are useful not only for improving readability and efficiency, but also to provide an essential foundation for specifying events with temporal scope, as explained in the next section.

3.2.2 Representing events with temporal scope

HED-2 introduced Onset and Offset tags to represent the start and end of events of finite duration, but did not specify how tools should handle such events. In practice, matching Onset-Offset pairs during analysis proved impossible or ambiguous when the Onset-Offset pairs were temporally overlapping or when different Onset-Offset pairs occurred within a dataset. Analysis based on HED-2 annotations thus required filtering out the Offset events, thereby removing any information about event duration.

To address these problems, HED-3 introduces the notion of the temporal scope of an event and specifies how HED-based tools should handle event scope annotation to support analysis of events that occur over time. HED-3 events are assumed to occur at a single point in time (i.e., they are “point” events) unless they are given an explicit temporal scope (i.e., they are “scoped” events).

The most direct HED-3 method of specifying scoped events uses Onset and Offset tags with defined names. Using this method, an event with temporal scope actually corresponds to two point events. The start of the temporal scope is marked by the event in which a (Label/#, Onset) appears. The end of that temporal scope is marked by the event in which a (Label/#, Offset) appears. Here # represents the name that appears in the corresponding Definition. The following examples illustrate the definition and use of a scoped event representing the playing of a movie.

Example 9. Definition of a label to represent playing a movie on a screen.

(Definition, Label/PlayMovie, Sensory event, Visual, Movie, Screen) Define the label PlayMovie

Example 10. Use of a defined label to annotate a scoped event. The event stream then includes presentation of a Star Wars movie clip. These events are tagged using the PlayMovie label defined above (Example 9):

Sensory event, (Label/PlayMovie, Onset, (Label/Star Wars, ID/3284)) A sensory event (event category)

The Star Wars clip starts playing

The clip is nicknamed and identified

. . . [The Star Wars clip is playing] . . .

Sensory event, (Label/PlayMovie, Offset) A sensory event (event category)

The Star Wars clip ends.
Only one label can appear with the Onset and the Offset tags. Tools match only these labels to determine the scope of the temporal event. That is, (Label/XXX, Onset) marks the start of a temporal event XXX. That event ends at the next point event containing either (Label/XXX, Offset) or a (Label/XXX, Onset). In the latter case, this second event marks the end of the previous XXX event and the start of a new XXX temporal event. Many other events can occur between these two events. The effect of this temporal event on these intervening events is discussed in the next section.

Example 10 may appear to violate the “one label only with Onset and Offset tags” rule. Notice that the Label/Star Wars does not appear at the same level as the Onset tag in Example 10. Instead it is in a tag group enclosed in parentheses. Generally, any number of additional tags can be included in the Onset event, but for clarity they should be grouped in parentheses. This tag group should not be repeated in the Offset event. All of the tags in this tag group are assumed to be applicable for the temporal duration of the event.

The Duration attribute tag is an alternative method for specifying an event with temporal scope. The start of the temporal scope is the event in which the Duration tag appears. The end of the temporal scope is implicit and may not coincide with an actual event appearing in the dataset record. Instead, tools calculate when the scope ends in the dataset record. Tags grouped with an event Duration tag are applied as Context during the event scope as explained below. Duration tags do not need a defined label.

3.2.3 Context tags and scoped events

To make effective use of the information provided by scoped events (i.e., events having annotated duration), the Analysis View requires tag remapping for events occurring during the scoped event. That is, events that occur between the Onset and Offset pairs for PlayMovie should inherit the information that a particular movie is playing without requiring the user to explicitly enter those tags for every intervening event. However, events occurring during an ongoing movie presentation may elicit somewhat different data effects than the actual onset or offsets of the event. HED-3 introduces the Context tag to capture this distinction. Analysis tools should evoke a preprocessor that remaps all scoped events into Onset, Offset, and Context events. Example 11 shows a situation in which the subject presses a key, thereby generating an event during playing of the Star Wars movie clip of Example 10:

Example 11. An event occurring within the temporal scope of a PlayMovie event. The Context tag group for this key press event is automatically added during preprocessing.

Subject action, Press, Key,
(Context, (Label/PlayMovie, (Label/Star Wars, ID/3284)))

This is a subject action event.
The subject presses a key.
The Star Wars movie clip is playing.
Events within the temporal scope of nested Onset-Offset pairs (and/or Duration tags) should inherit Context tags from any number of still-occurring scoped events. During analysis tools insert all of these tags in the same Context tag group.

The Context tag group of an event may also hold many other different types of information including metadata, experiment environmental information, subject state changes, and participant task condition. Instead of tagging each individual event with all the applicable contextual information, the researcher defines the contextual information in Definition tag groups, and then uses labelled Onset-Offset event pairs (or events with a Duration tag) to mark the boundaries of the respective contextual information (e.g., onsets and offsets of long stimulus sequences, changing task conditions). The burden is left to the HED tools to apply the contextual tags appropriately to events upon request during analysis. A library of mapping tools is being developed in both MATLAB and python to facilitate analysis.

### 3.2.4 Including metadata as Context information

In using HED-2 annotations for large-scale data analysis, we found several pieces of information were missing in the HED records. Static metadata such as subject IDs were usually stored somewhere other than in the data recording itself or in the event list. Analysts had to write code for each study used in the analysis to incorporate such data features. In BIDS-archived data, subject IDs may be placed in a recommended (though not required) participant.tsv file at the top level of the study hierarchy. A cleaner approach from the viewpoint of analysis is to store relevant metadata directly in the event files. The following examples illustrates how HED-3 allows study or subject metadata to be specified as part of a scoped event, allowing analysis tools to make use of it during data selection and processing.

**Example 12. Subject metadata and experimental setup are defined as SetupInfo.**

(Definition, Label/SetupInfo,
Subject/S2058, Gender/Female, Indoors, Sitting, Scanner/Biosemi-64),

Dataset metadata is defined here
This is female subject 52058
She is seated indoors, her EEG recorded
using a 64-channel Biosemi system

**Example 13. SetupInfo is used as a scoped event.**

Experiment control,
(Label/SetupInfo, Onset)

It is an experimental control event
that is the start of a scoped event.

If no (Label/SetupInfo, Offset) event occurs in this data recording, the end of the scoped event defined in Example 13 is the end of the recording. The HED remapping tools copy the information defined in Example 12 into the Context tag group of every subsequent dataset event.

If the experimental setup information changes during the experiment, for example by having the subject at some point continue performing their task while standing, then
the Sitting tag could be moved out of the SetupInfo definition in Example 12 and used in the Onset tag group of Example 13: (Label/SetupInfo, Onset, Standing). A later event tagged with (Label/SetupInfo, Onset, Standing) would then mark the moment when the subject stood and invoke an implicit Offset of the previous SetupInfo Onset event. The new Standing context information would be applied to all subsequent events until a corresponding SetupInfo Offset, a new SetupInfo Onset, or the end of the file occurs.

By making local (changing as the recording progresses) and global (whole session) metadata available in a consistent format across different studies, HED-3 tagging can greatly facilitate meta/mega-analysis. Automated tools may now automatically address a myriad of statistical questions across studies. For example, in studies for which the Age trait is provided, is age a significant factor in explaining subject differences in some physiological or behavioral measure? We are developing tools to copy standard BIDS metadata into an initial SetupInfo event; for other data formats parallel tools may be developed as needed.

### 3.2.5 Condition tags, control variables, and experimental design

Laboratory experiments generally are performed specifically to understand how measures of interest change as specified independent or control variables are varied. Encapsulating information about prevailing control variable settings using Condition tags allows HED-3 to capture this intentional aspect of an experiment in a machine-analyzable form. The Condition tag can be used in concert with the HED-3 event scope mechanism described above to record experiment control variables as they are varied during the experiment. The following examples use a Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) experiment to illustrate how HED-3 can document this aspect of experimental design.

In RSVP experiments, a sequence of images are presented in succession on a screen at some constant rate and the brain or behavioral response is measured. Our example experiment was designed to measure whether the rate of image presentation affected EEG image response characteristics. The researchers defined a single independent or control variable (presentation rate), which alternated between two level categories (slow and fast).

The experiment used a counter-balanced experimental design. That is, in some experiment blocks the subject saw the slow presentation sequence first and in other blocks the fast presentation. The slow and fast presentation levels were not fixed but were instead selected at random from three different rates for each level. Example 14 shows how to use HED-3 to define the two-level Rate control variable.
Example 14. The definition of experiment control variables using a Condition tag.

(Definition, Label/SlowPresentation,  
(Condition,  
  Rate/#, Visual, Screen))  

Define the label SlowPresentation  
as a Condition control variable  
representing a visual presentation rate

(Definition, Label/FastPresentation,  
(Condition,  
  Rate/#, Visual, Screen))  

Define the label FastPresentation  
as a Condition control variable  
representing a visual presentation rate

Notice that the definitions of SlowPresentation and FastPresentation in this example do not reference a specific rate. Instead, the # place holder is used. When the specific temporal event is tagged using these definitions, the actual values should be provided.

Example 15. The start of a temporal event representing a slow presentation.

Sensory event,  
(Label/SlowPresentation,  
  Rate/1 Hz, Onset))  

It is a sensory event  
under the Slow Presentation condition  
with an actual presentation rate of 1 Hz

If each level of the control variable had represented a fixed value, the actual values would have been included in the definitions. In this experiment, however, presentation rate (in the SlowPresentation or FastPresentation conditions) is selected at random from three rate value choices. Hence, we defer specifying actual rate values until the actual Condition event Onset tags when the specific rate for the task block is specified.

3.2.6 Block tags and experiment temporal organization

A typical experiment usually consists of a sequence of subject task-related activities interspersed with rest periods and/or off-line activities such as filling in a survey. Block tags can be used to represent this temporal organization in a manner similar to the way Condition tags are used to represent the control variables in the experimental design.

The temporal organization of the RSVP experiment whose condition variables were defined in Example 14 was as follows. One of the two experimental conditions was selected (e.g., SlowPresentation or FastPresentation). The subject performed 50 RSVP trials under the selected condition and then was given a brief rest period. After performing another block of 50 trials, the subject was given an offline survey to fill in. The survey was followed by two more blocks of 50 trials each under the other (fast vs. slow presentation) experimental condition. This experiment structure has two types of time blocks – viewing images, and taking the survey. Example 16 shows the definitions of these block types using Block tags.
Example 16. Define the temporal blocks for the RSVP experiment.

(Definition, Label/ViewImage, Block) Define a block called ViewImage
(Definition, Label/TakeSurvey, Block) Define a block called TakeSurvey

Block definitions could include other relevant informational tags; these are omitted here for simplicity. After defining the blocks and conditions, the researcher can document both the actual experimental structure of a dataset using scoped events as illustrated by the excerpt of a sample event file, as shown in Example 17.

Example 17. Excerpt of an event file with HED-3 documentation of experimental structure. Experiment times are here shown as whole seconds for visual simplicity. Also, each event should have an event category tag (e.g., Experimental control) which is omitted here for simplicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time(s)</th>
<th>HED tags</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>(Label/SlowPresentation, Rate/1 Hz, Onset)</td>
<td>Enter the SlowPresentation condition (Ex. 14) using the 1-Hz image presentation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Onset)</td>
<td>Begin a ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Offset)</td>
<td>End that ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Onset)</td>
<td>Begin another ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Offset)</td>
<td>End that ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>(Label/SlowPresentation, Offset)</td>
<td>End the SlowPresentation condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>(Label/TakeSurvey, Onset)</td>
<td>Begin the offline survey block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350</td>
<td>(Label/Survey, Offset)</td>
<td>End the offline survey block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1540</td>
<td>(Label/FastPresentation, Rate/5 Hz, Onset)</td>
<td>Enter the FastPresentation condition using a 5-Hz image presentation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Onset)</td>
<td>Begin a ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Offset)</td>
<td>End that ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Onset)</td>
<td>Begin another ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2325</td>
<td>(Label/ViewImage, Offset)</td>
<td>End that ViewImage block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>(Label/FastPresentation, Offset)</td>
<td>End the FastPresentation condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At analysis time, HED tools map the block and condition information into Context tags for the events occurring between the above paired Onset-Offset tags. Additional block-relevant information could be included in the Onset tag group, such as the kind of target image the subject is to focus on in that block.

3.2.7 Example dataset structure viewer

In HED-3, structural Block and Condition tags can be used to provide a wealth of information to automated data search and analysis tools. For example, a data repository
could use this information to automatically produce a visualization of the dataset structure via a repository data browsing application. Figure 1 below shows a mock-up visualization for the Example 17 event file.

**Figure 1.** Mock-up of an experiment timeline overview automatically extracted from the event file of Example 17 using the definitions of the *Condition* and *Block* definitions from Examples 14 and 16.

Such a timeline viewer application might be used by researchers to verify that the experiment was actually conducted according to the documented specification. The availability of such annotations might also encourage researchers to more completely document items they might otherwise ignore or forget to tag (such as their administration of a survey between the two groups of blocks as Figure. 1). More details (e.g., selected types of trial events) might be optionally included in the timeline display when/as space permits.

Importantly, the scoped *Condition* and *Block* events make the vital information about experimental structure available at the event level during analysis. Without this information, analysts need to hand-craft code to manually map the needed information in each study. For example, an automated tool could easily be written that would test whether there was a significant difference in given measure (e.g., some power ratio between two brain areas) across all repository studies for conditions that varied a specified control variable (e.g., image presentation rate). One might also test which subject traits were factors accounting for feature variance or whether certain available subject metadata variables such as participant age influenced response times under certain conditions.

The structural information provided by *Condition* and *Block* tags could also be invaluable in analysis of clinical and long-term recording studies that monitor changes in the continuous signal record. Ideally, some or all of the structural tags (as well as many trial event tags) for future experiments using HED tagging could be recorded by the experiment control program as the experiment is conducted and the data are saved.
3.2.8 Documenting task-event-intent relationships – open questions

Often in human neuroimaging, and particularly in human EEG/MEG experiments, the participant task rather than the stimulus sequence varies across conditions. For example, in one Condition the participant may be asked to respond with a button press only to one type of presented stimuli, while in another Condition they are to respond only to some other type. Here the stimulus presentation parameters themselves do not change between conditions. HED-3 can express what a subject actually did (e.g., pressed the red button) but does not yet have good semantics for expressing complex relationships and causal linkages between events mediated by the structure of the user task. A complete record of events in an experiment should capture both the detailed intentions and expectations of the subject (as specified in subject task instructions) as well as the stimulation details (as produced by the experiment design).

Our original plan in developing HED-1 and HED-2 was to incorporate the CogPO (Turner and Laird 2012) list of task paradigms, with hopes of linking HED event descriptions to task databases such as the Cognitive Atlas (Cognitive Atlas homepage n.d.). We have removed the resulting Paradigm tags from HED-3, however, because the available paradigm nomenclature is not standardized. Text descriptions of tasks in the Cognitive Atlas vary in specificity and use only broadly-defined and sub-field specific terminology. These descriptions do not, at present, represent machine-actionable information.

Associating a dataset with a well-known paradigm detailed in the Cognitive Atlas or elsewhere remains possible in HED-3 using various informational tags. Currently, HED-3 users can define a Task with a Label and add tags that specify concepts relating to the task (essentially, listing keywords pertaining to it). This approach is not a true answer to task specification, though it may allow searching across studies for task keywords of interest. ReproNim (Keator et al. 2013), a project to harmonize clinical and behavioral data terminology and to provide semantic linkage of BIDS datasets to NIDM terminology, is a promising effort that might provide useful tools for specifying tasks and rectifying naming of metadata variables across studies.

There remain many open questions about how to relate task design and user intent and expectation so as to annotate linkage between experiment events when their conditional linkage involves a complex set of rules (e.g., the subject is expected to press the left button when the most recent stimulus is …). This process is difficult even for well-known tasks such as the N-back continuous performance task (Kirchner 1958) in which a subject is to indicate whether each current stimulus matches the one presented N stimulus presentations earlier. The issue of event temporal relationships exposes deeper neurological questions. Both brain and behavioral dynamics are shaped not only by intentions but also by prevailing participant expectations, including expectations generated by immediately preceding events. The notion of defining “neighborhoods of influence” for events and using this information in automated tools is likely possible to
implement but has been deferred to future HED development. Work to build the necessary HED-3 (or perhaps HED-4) infrastructure is just beginning.

3.2.9 Other prospects for future automation of the tagging process

Development of supporting tools for assisting in annotation is ongoing and critical for good annotation. We have experimented with various “Wizards,” guide systems for setting up and annotating experiments. However, the HED system itself has evolved more rapidly than the applicable tools. Thus, much work needs to be done in this area.

Another important goal is to carry out more of the tagging process in earlier stages in the experiment execution, particularly by making generation of HED tags for stimulation events an active responsibility of experimental control programs. We hope to work with major control program maintainers to add this option. It might also be possible to build some automated tagging facility to capture the logic of the experiment control program, including intended functional relationships between experiment-delivered stimulus events and intended participant motor action events (e.g., “Push the button whenever you see a red square.”). Development of a way to map control programs into “meta-scripts” would facilitate the incorporation of HED annotations of task structure without requiring careful work and understanding by experimenters, but may itself prove difficult. Unfortunately, information gathered from the event log itself would yield only stochastic information (experiment control rules with some degree of uncertainty), and the tools required would be control-program specific. Thus, HED will need a system for specifying task design that is simple enough for any investigator to learn and use easily.

4. Design lessons and a roadmap forward

Our near decade-long effort to develop effective event annotation for neurophysiological and behavioral data, culminating to date in HED-3, has led us to several useful insights (aka four PASS principles, below), all of which have roots in other fields:

1. Preserve orthogonality of concepts in specifying vocabularies.
2. Abstract functionality into layers (e.g., more general vs. more specific).
3. Separate implementation from the interface (for economy of effort).
4. Separate content from presentation (so as to maintain a unique, sufficient internal representation, while presenting data to users in forms they can more readily review and understand).

Orthogonality, the notion of keeping independently applicable concepts in separate hierarchies (1, above), has long been recognized as a fundamental principle in reusable software design, distilled in the design rule: Favor composition over inheritance (Gamma et al. 1994). Similarly, making validation code independent of the schema as per (3) allows redesign of the schema without having to re-implement the validators.
Abstraction of functionality into layers (2) and separation of content from presentation (4) are well-known principles in user-interface and graphics design that allow tools to maintain a single internal representation of needed information while emphasizing different aspects of the information when presenting it to users.

### 4.1 HED now and in future.

Much of our design of HED-3 has benefitted from our experience in performing a large, cross-study, HED-tag based mega-analysis (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2019a) (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2019b) (Robbins et al. 2020) in which we learned not only what worked in HED-2 and what didn’t, but what questions we wanted to ask and couldn’t answer, as well as what approaches to more complete event descriptions might be most feasible.

We hope to release HED-3 publicly on September 1, 2020; its development is open-source and available for review at the hed-standard repository (hed-standard homepage n.d.). An expandable viewer is available (HED-3 view n.d.). The release will include tools for converting between short-form and long-form views of HED-3 tag strings and for HED string validation. We plan to complete implementation of event temporal scope mapping for studies archived in BIDS format soon following the initial release, with updating of current data search and analysis tools to follow. Support for Library schema is also planned. More sophisticated task definition and event linkage annotations will hopefully be integrated in HED-4.

### 4.2 HED community development.

HED development and HED coding of now archived and soon-to-be archived data must have substantial and sustained research community contributions to be successful. HED will not achieve its major aim of enabling meta/mega-analysis of now rapidly accumulating neurophysiological data archives without adoption and active use and exploitation, as well as creative further contributions by diverse communities of researchers and clinicians. Communities of researchers in areas such as clinical neurophysiology and music psychobiology have already expressed interest in developing discipline-specific HED vocabularies for EEG event annotation. To become involved in using and further developing HED, researchers must be convinced that it is an important part of assuring the legacy and increasing the total value of their data – both to themselves and their students and as well to others.

Currently, there remains much work to do to integrate schema libraries into the HED system. Tools for building, documenting, versioning, and making available HED schema libraries all must function smoothly to be attractive for use in practice. Having available open-source tools for performing useful analysis making use of HED information, as well as well-annotated HED-informed data archives linked to computing resources supporting relevant tool libraries should increase interest in using HED. A careful, ambitious and enthusiastic tutorial campaign will also be needed to
allow HED annotation to become sufficiently widespread to reach “critical mass” momentum. However, our experience has taught us that performing truly useful data annotation is not trivial, even given good tools and tutorials.

We have begun the process of enlarging the HED user community and annotating studies in HED-3 for archiving, retrieval and computation via NEMAR (NEMAR homepage n.d.), a DATCOR (integrated data-tools-compute) resource for human electrophysiological data that we and collaborators are now building. NEMAR will also act as a portal to OpenNeuro (OpenNeuro homepage n.d.), the NIMH-supported archive of human neuroimaging data of all modalities (Gorgolewski et al. 2017).

The EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig 2004) computational portal to the XSEDE high-performance computing network (Martinez-Cancino et al. 2020) via the Neuroscience Gateway (Sivagnanam et al. 2020), soon to be integrated with NEMAR, will allow intensive, high-performance processing of HED-tagged, BIDS-formatted data without requiring voluminous data transfer and data copy management. EEGLAB tools are now incorporating HED as a basic foundation to support analysis and re-analysis of individual studies as well as meta/mega-analysis of archived data across studies.

Other MATLAB tool environments such as Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al. 2011) may be able to easily incorporate handling of HED tag information by using or adapting HED MATLAB library functions. The Neuroscience Gateway also supports several other neuroscience tool environments applicable to NEMAR-archived data.

While our own research has focused on analysis of scalp EEG data, the HED system is equally applicable to any human neuroimaging experiment, and HED library schema extending the top-level HED schema vocabulary to include modality-specific terms should be straightforward to build and integrate. Also, future use of HED need not be restricted to neuroimaging – any time series or time sequence in which timing of events is recorded should be able to be usefully represented using HED.

Though human electrophysiological data in the form of scalp EEG was the first noninvasive human brain imaging modality, progress in its analysis and interpretation has long lagged behind technical developments in data acquisition. In the clinical neurophysiology field, visual inspection of the raw channel records is still the most prevalent mode of information extraction, while in cognitive neuroscience, study of details in event-related response averages across similar classes of events has long dominated practice and teaching.

While substantial progress has been made in the past twenty years toward extracting more of the rich information about human brain dynamics contained in electrophysiological recordings (EEG, MEG, iEEG), much collected data has not been mined using the resultant analysis approaches. Further, applications of machine learning to electrophysiological data are still in their infancy and require availability of well-annotated data to deliver accurate markers and new understanding of how the brain
supports human behavior and experience, normal and pathological. We believe that, given sufficient care, interest, and continued investment, the HED system can, should, and will play an important role in this evolution. Further expansion of use of HED annotation to many types of time series and time-ordered data also appears a useful possibility.
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